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Return on
Intention

We hear so much about ROI
these days. Everyone wants a
return on their investments.
But in bodywork, we often
focus on another sort of
ROI—return on intention.
The intent you bring to your
session is matched in intensity
only by the healing intent of
Body Sense Editor-in-Chief Leslie A. Young
your therapist. You come to
relax, soothe pain, or perform
better, and you’ve chosen a
therapist who can help you meet your wellness goals.
As a complement, your practitioner has followed
a personal and professional calling to pursue a
career in bodywork, seeking education for the proper
tools to address clients’ various needs. Making a
difference in each client’s life is a clear priority.
We at Body Sense magazine are your partners as well.
We work to ensure that same healing intent is reflected in
these pages. This issue addresses two modalities—reiki and
infant massage—that very much benefit from the strength of
positive intentions. The research backs up the work: patients’
healing appears to be enhanced and stress levels appear to
be reduced thanks to reiki; infants (and young children)
clearly thrive and grow faster when lovingly touched.
What a wonderful partnership we all have! So
take advantage of it. Recognize and build on the
healing intent reflected by you and your therapist.
Enjoy and benefit from every minute.

james@abmp.com

How many types of bodywork have you experienced?*

76% More Than Three
13% Two or Three
5% One
6% Not Sure

*Results from www.massagetherapy.com poll.

BODY SHOP
COMPILED BY HANNAH LEVY

REAL HAPPINESS AT WORK

Written by Sharon Salzberg, this book explores the
benefit of mini-meditations to improve creativity,
kindness, organization, and productivity. Core
concepts include balance, communication, compassion,
concentration, integrity, meaning, open awareness,
and resilience. The 272-page paperback is available for
$13.95 at www.workman.com.

YOUR HEADACHE ISN’T ALL IN YOUR HEAD

This new book by Adriaan Louw, PT, PhD, uses accessible
language, images, and metaphors to explain the complex
neuroscience of headache pain. This book includes information
on what pain is, brain and nervous system function, and reduction
of future headaches and pain. This book is available for $17.95 at
800-367-7393 or www.optp.com.

DREAMING TIME

Composed by Forrest Smithson, this album is divided into four
instrumental compositions. The multilayered arrangements all feature
bass, chimes, horns, keyboards, and strings, with varying speeds and
rhythms, and a total run time of 76 minutes. This album is available for
$14.18 or as an MP3 download for $3.99 at www.amazon.com.

DAILY CALM: 365 DAYS OF SERENITY

This book is a year-round source of wisdom through affirmations,
photography, and quotations. The short, insightful pages correspond
to each day of the year and are intended as a page-per-day ritual.
Available for $19.95 at www.nationalgeographic.com/books.
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Ease Growing Pains 		
With Infant Massage
By Gina Michelle
I’m writing this after a night when I was
awakened by my 2-year-old at 4:00
a.m. He was pointing to his legs and
saying, “Ow! Ow!” His first growing
pains were here.
WHAT ARE GROWING PAINS?
The childhood leg aches that we call “growing
pains” are normal, though nobody knows
exactly why they happen. They most often
happen at night when the body is calm after a
very active day. Not every child gets them, and
the painful episode is usually over by morning.
The massage therapist in me feels that it
may be a little inflammation cycle that kids
experience after a hard day of play or athletics.
For instance, my son likes to climb, jump, and
tumble—all day long and usually every day.
I experienced growing pains periodically
throughout my adolescence. I remember how
my legs ached intensely and how my joints
throbbed. At times, the aches were so intense
I was sure I had some sort of disease. “Is there
such a thing as a leg-falling-off disease?” I
asked my mother.
Little did I know that massage could help
soothe these pains, or that some day I would
use it to soothe my own son.

“I’M HAPPY, MAMA”
Learning infant massage has helped me in many
situations, and it has continued to be useful past
my child’s infancy. I credit it with decreasing
the length of my hospital stay for my firstborn,
and since then, infant massage strokes have
helped with childhood tummy aches, chest and
sinus congestion, school-day jitters, and more.
At 4:00 a.m., I put on my robe and gently
ease my son’s legs from his PJs. I cover the rest
of his body with his favorite blanket and then
warm lotion between my hands. The familiar
swish-swish of the lotion brings a smile to his
face as he anticipates the massage to come. As
my pressure meets his pain, he sighs and says,
“I’m happy, Mama.” He repeats his sweet thankyous in his tired, little voice. I smile and the

Resources

Dowshen, Steven, MD, ed. “Growing Pains.” Accessed March 2014.
Available at http://kidshealth.org/parent/general/aches/growing_pains.
html#.
McClure, Vimala Schneider. Infant Massage: A Handbook for Loving
Parents (Bantam, 2000).
Palo Alto Medical Foundation. Harris, Sally S., MD, MPH. “Parent &
Teachers: Growing Pains.” Accessed March 2014. Available at www.
pamf.org/parenting-teens/health/specific-conditions/growingpains.html.

weariness from lack of sleep fades away; it’s just a quiet moment
between him and me.
I use the strokes I learned in a workshop on infant massage:
the Indian milking stroke, the squeeze and twist, the rolling
leg stroke. I follow my intuition and choose petrissage and
compression strokes that get to the deeper muscle fibers and aid
in circulation. I even throw in Thai yoga-inspired strokes that
bring gentle traction to the joints.
Before I’m finished with the first leg, my baby boy has fallen
into the lovely realm that hovers just above sleep. He is still
conscious enough to tell me how the touch feels. As I start on his
other leg, he has fallen into a light sleep. His breathing turns into
a soft snore as I finish the massage. It only took 25 minutes, but
our experience felt longer, sweeter.

A NEW DAY
Later that morning, my son skipped into the kitchen with his
sunny good morning greeting and said to me, “Mama, I am a
new boy! I love you!” He gave me a hug and ran off pretending
to be a heavy-footed dinosaur. Now that’s great feedback,
wouldn’t you agree? BS
Gina Michelle is a registered massage therapist of 13 years and former instructor at
the Boulder College of Massage Therapy and Denver School of Massage Therapy. Owner
of Malama Massage Therapy in Fort Collins, Colorado, she is building her practice
again while raising three young children. She is best known for her lomilomi, prenatal,
postpartum, and private infant massage instruction.
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The Healing
Power of Reiki
By Lisanne Elkins

WHAT, EXACTLY, IS REIKI?
It is perhaps more constructive to begin by saying what reiki is not. It is not a
religious practice, or tied to any religion, though many consider it a spiritual
practice. Mikao Usui, a 19th century Japanese scholar, developed this modality
following a prolonged meditation session that awakened his innate healing
abilities.1
In a reiki healing session, the practitioner, who is trained to access and
serve as a channel for life force, or chi, places her hands on or just above the
client’s body in order to activate healing energy within receptive points on the
body. The practitioner’s hands move progressively with a passive touch through
12 positions on the body, remaining in each position for several minutes. As
a harmonic flow of energy is strengthened within the client and practitioner,
healing occurs through the return of physical, mental, and spiritual balance.2
Reiki is an exceptionally effective tool for bodyworkers, massage
practitioners, and other types of therapists. It is especially appealing
because of its simplicity and convenience—it can be performed
anytime, anywhere, and clients can remain fully clothed during the
treatment. Reiki can be used for self-healing, the healing of others,
and, more comprehensively, healing the world in which we live.
Reiki can also be administered to one’s self. In fact, an intrinsic
part of reiki is healing the self through facilitating the flow of
universal energy, learning mindfulness, practicing guided meditations,
and following five simple precepts. These precepts are:
Just for today:
• Do not worry.
• Do not anger.
• Be grateful for your many blessings.
• Do your work honestly.
• Be kind to yourself and others.
The word reiki literally means “life energy”: rei
means “life force” and ki means “energy.”
There are many other words for this life-force energy. They all
describe the universal energy field that surrounds every living thing and
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Eastern Versus
Western Reiki

Mikao Usui’s original
reiki method differs
greatly from the way it
is practiced in the West
today. “In Usui’s time, the
emphasis was very much
on personal responsibility
and commitment,” says
Reiki Master and instructor
Ginny Mackles, who has
practiced reiki for almost
30 years and has a direct
lineage to its original
teachers. “Reiki is first
and foremost a self-healing
and spiritual development
method, though it is
something that you can
also use to help others.”
Traditional Usui reiki
has the main goal of being
used as a spiritual tool for
one’s own improvement
and enlightenment.
By contrast, the
Western reiki tradition
focuses mainly on the
healing aspect of reiki.
It also places more
importance on hand
symbols and has added the
chakra system into the
modality, a concept that
originally came from India. 3

Using reiki for
healing purposes,
on one’s self or
on others, involves
being a conduit
to draw energy
inward through
one’s body.

Kerry’s Reiki Session
This story illustrates the gentle,
yet powerful, abilities of reiki, a
Japanese energy healing method
that can be used by anyone.
interacts with the physical body, as well as all living
things collectively. This is the holistic aspect of reiki—
the idea that the body is part of a greater whole.
Simply put, using reiki for healing purposes, on one’s
self or on others, involves being a conduit to draw energy
inward through one’s body. The best technique for doing
reiki is to visualize being rooted in the earth, while
drawing light or heat in from the crown chakra on the top
of the head. Reiki helps increase the flow of energy and
addresses energetic blockages that may exist, which are
of emotional, karmic, physical, or spiritual origins.

THE POWER OF REIKI
Those who come for a reiki treatment have their own personal
needs and reasons for doing so, but the end result of a reiki
treatment is almost always that people feel more centered,
more comfortable, and have a greater sense of well-being. My
reiki clients come weekly or biweekly for treatment. Their
issues include daily challenges, emotional struggles, illness,
and many others, but I am struck by the way almost all of
them marvel at how much better they feel after a session. And
I continue to be amazed and humbled by the healing power of
reiki. It is a powerful gift for everyone’s healing journey. BS
Notes

1. R
 eiki.nu, “Usui Sensei 1865–1926,” accessed March 2014,
www.reiki.nu/history/usui/usui.html.
2. Massagetherapy.com, “Glossary,” accessed March 2014,
www.massagetherapy.com/glossary.
3. Holistic Reconnection, “Western vs Traditional Reiki,” accessed March 2014,
www.reikiwellness.org/category/western-vs-traditional-reiki.
Lisanne Elkins has a private practice in Mount Kisco, New York. She has been practicing
massage and reiki for almost 15 years and recently received her Reiki Mastership.
She lives in Croton on Hudson, New York, with her partner and two
daughters. She can be contacted at balancebodywork@optonline.net.

Resources

International Association of Reiki Professionals: www.iarp.org

Kerry climbs onto my massage table
fully clothed and makes herself
comfortable. The table is warm
from a fleece-lined heating pad, the
room is dimly lit by a Moroccanstyle lamp, and the air is fragrant
with essential oils. Calming Japanese
flute music plays in the background.
She has chosen to come for
these weekly sessions as part of
her decision to improve general
self-care, relieve stress from a
rather challenging job situation,
and seek pain relief for her knee.
Kerry falls more deeply into a
state of relaxation as the session
begins. I lay my hands gently on
top of her head. I linger there for
perhaps five minutes today (each
time is different) until I feel it is
the right time to move to her
shoulders. It is in this way that
Kerry and I connect in a healing
energy session and we help
Kerry’s healing process wherever
she may need it on that day.
Sixty minutes later, the session
ends, and Kerry arises from the
table looking radiant, and feeling
relaxed and grounded. The chronic
pain in her knee has subsided, and
she comments on the heat and
vibration she feels throughout
her body: “First, it is a tingling
sensation, then the energy feels
like it moves through me and
opens up the flow in my entire
body.” Days later, Kerry recalls a
sense of well-being that permeates
her experiences in daily life.

National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine:
http://nccam.nih.gov/health/reiki/introduction.htm
The International Center for Reiki Training: www.reiki.org
The Reiki Alliance: www.reikialliance.com
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Skin Breathing
By Heath and Nicole Reed

O

ur skin is our largest organ and can be considered our third
lung. It breathes. It’s alive. And it has its own rhythm—an inhalation
and an exhalation. It absorbs (inhales) nutrients and oxygen, senses
light and pressure, and regulates heat and cold. It releases (exhales)
carbon dioxide, sheds dead skin cells, and completely regenerates
itself every 28 days. Every minute, you lose 30,000–40,000 dead skin
cells, all of which are replaced immediately. Our skin protects our
bones and organs, and allows us to feel the power of touch!
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Touch is the first of our five senses to develop in utero
and is fundamental to our existence. Babies can die from
lack of touch; as adults, touch helps to protect us from harm
and soothe us into relaxation. Recent research from DePauw
University and psychologist Matthew Hertenstein reveals
touch communicates emotion. Scientists used to believe
touching was simply a means of enhancing body language
and the spoken word. Now, experts say “touch is a much more
nuanced, sophisticated, and precise way to communicate
emotions, like joy, love, gratitude, and sympathy.”1
Though often taken for granted, there is much to
learn from the skin. Every square inch is like an antenna
receiving a constant stream of information ranging from
the firmness of the chair you’re sitting on, to the heat
of the sun shining through a window, to the feelings
expressed from a hand resting on your shoulder.
In each square inch of skin there are:
• 65 hairs
• 100 sebaceous (oil) glands
• 32 feet of nerves
• 8 feet of blood vessels
• 650 sweat glands
• 9,500,000 cells
• 1,300 nerve endings
• 12 cold and heat receptors
•1
 55 pressure receptors for the perception of touch.2
The skin is also our first line of defense, protecting the rest of
the body from illness or imbalance. It eliminates approximately
2 pounds of waste a day in the form of perspiration.3 The
toxins removed in this process are formed from the air we
breathe, the water we drink, and the food we eat. They are
created in the body through metabolism, shedding of dead
cells, relentless stress, and constant churning of emotions.
Keeping the skin pores clean, clear, and open is one way to
help relieve the body of ongoing buildup of toxins. Exfoliating
scrubs boost our immune system. In traditional Chinese
medicine, the skin’s pores are seen as the “doors of qi,” and must
be kept clear to maintain the body’s defensive energy (“wei qi”).
I enjoy incorporating scrubs, especially during the changes
of the seasons, to cleanse, smooth, and moisturize the skin,
and restore its natural balance. I find sugar scrubs less abrasive
than salt scrubs and use these most often, but my husband,
Heath, loves the feel of a coarse salt scrub (maybe it’s a yang
thing). Try making your own scrub from our suggestions. BS
Notes

1. Rick Chillot, “The Power of Touch,” Psychology Today, accessed March
2014, www.psychologytoday.com/articles/201302/the-power-touch.
2. Milady’s Standard Esthetics, 11th edition (New York: Milady, 2012).
3. Alison Finn, “Cleansing the Organs of Elimination,” The
UK Centre for Living Foods, accessed March 2014,
www.livingfoods.co.uk/pages/articles/inner-cleansing.php.
Heath and Nicole Reed, LMTs and movement therapists, team-teach
seminars featuring ancient healing techniques adapted to modern-day needs.
They delight in presenting dynamic therapies that “feel good to give, and feel
good to receive.” Visit www.heathandnicole.com for more information.

Try These Sugar
and Salt Scrubs!
Moisturizing Sugar Scrub
2 cups white or brown sugar
1 cup sweet almond oil (coconut oil or olive oil can
be substituted)

2 tablespoons jojoba oil or vitamin E oil
5 drops tangerine essential oil
2 drops lavender essential oil
Energizing Salt Scrub
1 cup sea salt (coarse or fine)
1 cup coconut oil (in liquid form)
2 tablespoons jojoba oil or vitamin E oil
5 drops rosemary essential oil
3 drops grapefruit essential oil

Mix well. Both recipes will retain their freshness
for up to two months, stored in airtight
containers. Feel free to explore with different
essential oil blends that fit your needs. To support
your body and constitution in spring and summer,
consider a detoxifying blend that may include one
or all of the following: cypress, fennel, geranium,
helichrysum, laurel, and lemon.
After you’ve crafted your scrub, apply it in the
shower after washing. Use a tablespoon or more
for each limb. To enhance immunological benefits,
scrub moving toward the heart. You may want to
begin at the feet and work your way up.
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BODY TALK
COMPILED BY DARREN BUFORD

Thinking about the last time you had a massage,
where did you receive it?
At a spa
In a therapist’s office
At a chain massage clinic
At a massage therapy school
In a therapist’s home
At a hair salon
In my home

27%
25%
16%
5%
4%
4%
2%

Statistics courtesy of ABMP’s National Consumer Research
Survey, conducted by Harstad Strategic Research, January
2013. Respondents had received a massage in 2012.

More Men are Visiting Spas

The International SPA Association’s (ISPA) fourth Consumer Snapshot
Initiative, conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers, revealed that
men now represent 47 percent of the US spa-going population.
The average male spa-goer is:
• Between 25 and 44 years old.
• Earns more than $50,000 per year.
• Is employed at a management level or above.
The highest proportion of these spa-going men is found in the Southwest.

Discover Reflexology

Based on an ancient Chinese therapy, reflexology
involves manipulation of specific reflex areas in the
foot, hands, and ears that correspond to other parts
of the body. Sometimes referred to as zone therapy,
this form of bodywork involves application of pressure
to these reflex zones to stimulate body organs and
relieve areas of congestion. Reflexology works with
the body’s energy flow to stimulate self-healing and
maintain balance in physical function. This technique is
used to reduce pain, increase relaxation, and stimulate
circulation of blood and lymphatic fluids. It is especially
useful in stress-related illnesses and emotional
disorders.
Definition from Massagetherapy.com’s “Glossary of Massage and
Bodywork Techniques.”
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Sandal Season
By Brandon Twyford

As the weather warms,
many of us are tempted to
trade our socks and shoes
for sandals or flip-flops
to give our feet a little
fresh air and sunshine.
Before you make the
transition, however, keep a few
things in mind to maintain good
foot and ankle health during the
spring and summer. “One should
consider the foot and the shoe
as a platform that stabilizes the rest
of the body,” says Joseph Daniel, DO,
of Rothman Institute Orthopaedics in
New Jersey. “You want to make sure
that you’re using good foot mechanics
and appropriate footwear selection to
support the body’s requirements.”

EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED
Daniel urges against wearing
basic flip-flops for any activity that
entails more than walking a short
distance: “If you’re going to be
sitting most of the time, wearing
flip-flops won’t cause any damage.
If, on the other hand, you wear
them to work where you seat people
in a restaurant, your footwear is
not going to provide support and
stability to the platform of your
foot, and will likely cause pain.”
Excessive walking in flip-flops
can also promote the progression
of a flat-footed condition due to a
lack of arch support. Daniel says,

“If you’re not standing correctly and
you’re using poor mechanics because
you’re in a shoe that’s inappropriate,
you’re probably going to end up with
leg pain, knee pain, hip pain, back
pain, or some combination thereof.”

WHAT SHOULD YOU
LOOK FOR WHEN
BUYING A SANDAL?
If you’re going to wear sandals,
Daniel advises, “Teva-style sandals,
while not perfect, are far better
than a routine flip-flop. In general,
they provide a better fit and better
protection to the foot. They stabilize
the foot by using Velcro straps,
rather than the little prong that goes
between two toes in a flip-flop.
“Comfort should always
precede style when choosing any
form of footwear, but especially
when considering which sandal
to buy,” Daniel adds. “Always
try the sandal on and choose
something that will accommodate

Tips for General Foot and Ankle Health

the anatomy of your foot.
Avoid any sandal that causes
discomfort or exacerbates
an underlying condition.”
Match the sandal to the
activity in which you are
going to participate—never
wear flip-flops while hiking or
climbing, for instance. “Just
as you might pick a shoe to
match an outfit, you should
pick a sandal that matches the
activity in which you are going
to participate,” Daniel says.
Before you shell out extra
dough for that fancy sandal that
touts features like arch support and
increased stability, take heed: “Many
sandals that proclaim arch support as
a selling point are promoting gimmick
and offer little to no benefit,” Daniel
says. “A sandal is not intentionally
designed to support the foot—it’s
basically designed to give you
freedom in warm weather and to
provide a little bit of protection for
the bottom of the foot, unlike a shoe,
which has medial-lateral, or insideoutside contour, as well as contour
on top, which gives greater stability
and allows the arch to work better.”
With these things in mind,
get out and enjoy the sunshine—
just make sure you’ve got on
the appropriate footwear. BS
Brandon Twyford is the assistant editor for
Associated Bodywork & Massage Professionals.

• Maintain good personal hygiene. Check your feet daily, looking for any redness or “hot spots,” which can
mean a callus or blister is developing.
• Apply lotion to your feet before bed, rather than at the beginning of the day, when slippery feet can cause a
stability risk. After applying lotion, wear cotton socks to keep the lotion from rubbing off on your sheets.
• Take appropriate caution when walking over uneven or irregular surfaces in bare feet, and, when possible,
avoid walking on potentially damaging surfaces like rocks.

You are one click away from relaxing.

www.massagetherapy.com
• Hundreds of free massage and bodywork related articles.
• School listings and career information about massage and bodywork.
• A detailed glossary of bodywork terms.
• Sign up for a free monthly enewsletter on the benefits of massage.

A public education site brought to you by
Associated Bodywork & Massage Professionals
www.abmp.com

